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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 
 
I grew up in a small community.  At one time, most people 
in Saskatchewan had those same connections. As time has 
moved on, more and more people moved to the larger 
urban centers and that sense of community has faded.   
 
At one time in Saskatchewan, and Canada for that matter, 
there were numerous service groups operating.  The Elks 
and Royal Purple, along with the Masons, had lodges in 
our small community.  Neighboring communities had The 
Lions and Kinsmen amongst other service groups.  Our 
community also had 3 churches.  3 churches in a 
community with a population under 300 people and 
another couple of hundred living on farms outside of our 
community.  There were several groups and boards to sit 
on.  Most of these were in place to better the community 
and its residents and help those in need.   
 
One of the first things that were identified when a 
community was established, was the need for somewhere 
to worship.  This was often carried out with people of the 
community donating money and labor to build a place of 
worship and along with that, a meeting place to share 
triumphs and sorrow. At all functions hosted by churches, 
service groups and events, food was served and enjoyed 
by all.   
 
Food was prepared and donated by the people of the 
community.  Pie was served.  When is the last time you had 
a piece of pie?  Food was and still is a fundamental need 
for people to survive and for many years in the early days 
of the last century, food wasn't in abundance or affordable 
for all.  People within the community knew when someone 
was experiencing hardship and would help to provide for 
the needs of those people.  It was done without fanfare or 
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judgement.  The people of the community understood that 
it could very well be them who might require help in the 
future.  People knew more about each other and weren't as 
quick to judge others, often because they knew some of the 
challenges being faced by them and what was possibly a 
contributing factor to their behavior.  People had less and 
seemed to be more comfortable with less.  People seemed 
to understand the difference between wants and needs. 
That line has become bleared in the years since.   
 
I was drawn to our union years ago as I saw that sense of 
community and the desire to help others.  I see that same 
sense of community as we watch the war in the Ukraine 
unfold.  The Russian people have suffered too, living 
under the dictatorship of Putin.  War impacts everyone.  
Basic needs for the people of the Ukraine are not being met.  
People and communities of the world are rallying to send 
food and other basic needs to these people in siege to try 
and sustain them in their time of need.  Sometimes it takes 
things such as a war for us to once again feel that sense of 
community.  That desire and need to help those who not 
only have less than us but whose basis human needs are 
not being met.  If one good thing comes out of this conflict, 
it might be that sense of community.  
 

Bob Jones 
 

 
 
 

                                          
 
 

https://www.thebluediamondgallery.com/wooden-tile/c/community.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/moonlightbulb/16159793066/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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TREASURER’S REPORT  
 
 
 
 
Did you know that you can access your pension information through your PAWS 
account?   Go to the “My Pension Information” link and you can see how much your 
pension is worth for those of you that have a pension in our old defined benefit plan 
that was closed September 1st, 2019.  The employer puts out an updated statement 
every year.   
 
For our new CAAT plan, you have to login on the CAAT website to access your 
information.  Emails have been sent to all of us in the past on how to create an account 
with them.   
 
On another note, did you realize that each member has $400/year in our flexible 
spending account?  There is a wide list that we can spend this money on.  You can 
access that information on the PAWS website as well as the Sunlife app.  This money 
carries forward for one year but if it is not used you lose it if you have not spent it 
after 2 years.   
 
In Solidarity,    
Jeff Theis 
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EXECUTIVE’S CORNER 
 

  

  POINT OF VIEW   
An Immigrant’s Story   

Wednesday, March 16, 2022  
 
Can you imagine packing up your valuables to fit in one suitcase just for a chance to 
have a better life for your family and yourself? Many Immigrants have dealt with 
dilemmas to either stay put in their country or to gamble by moving away, resulting 
to leave everything and everyone they hold dear to their heart just for a glimmer of 
hope for a better future. Being an immigrant is a game of chance and survival of the 
fittest, we learn to adapt to every situation no matter what may come. Weather, 
language, customs, beliefs, and laws are just a handful of things we need to 
understand as we rebuild our life in a new country. As an immigrant, the first thing 
we learn to adapt to is the weather… most of us come from tropical islands and have 
never experienced cold, harsh winters prior to arriving, so shopping for warm 
clothing is best done at a Value Village or if you’re lucky, hand me downs from other 
family members. Having a language barrier is the toughest challenge of all as 
it contributes to everything, from filling in paperwork for employment, housing, and 
medical services. Employment as an immigrant is hard especially with a family due 
to finding the balance between working two to three jobs and coming home as a 
parent. Just like any other countries, prejudice, racism, and discrimination are an 
added disadvantage to being an immigrant. These disadvantages are a daily thing 
experienced by newcomers, but it is something we learn to push aside for the future 
of our children.  As a first-generation immigrant, building a new home for your 
family isn’t easy because you have no one to lean on when in need of help. Loneliness, 
mental and physical health are also added to the list of disadvantages as they are 
one of the sacrifices you must give for a fruitful future. Millions of people are forced 
to take that chance to have a better life every year.  The other sacrifices immigrants 
make is leaving behind the education they acquired to restart once again, or some 
immigrants must leave their family all together to earn a better income to send money 
back home.  But being an immigrant has taught me four important things that 
motivated me to continue…    
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I.  RESPECT – The first key points to surviving a new country is 
 by respecting everyone’s customs, beliefs, culture, and their 
 opinion.  Having respect for everyone or everything around you, allows 
 you to remember that everyone is equal, despite their skin color, gender, 
 nationality, and religion.   
 

II.  PERSIVERANCE & STRONG WILL – Having a strong will to succeed 
 powers the perseverance in your inner being as it reminds you of why 
 you are rebuilding your life in a new country.   

 
III.  HUMBLE & HARDWORKING – Being a hard worker is pushing 

 yourself to your  limit to do better physically, emotionally, and mentally. 
 It is the first step into achieving our goal as it allows you to focus on the 
 task ahead and stay consistent with your actions.  

  
IV.  OBEYING FIRST BEFORE COMPLAINING – This goes back to the 

 soldiers’ motto I was taught. It allows all people to obey their initial job 
 before complaining.   

 
The initial thought of moving to a new country may be frightening but, hard work 
always prevails. It takes time to grow to the new customs, beliefs, laws, and a new 
way of living life. These are just some of the sacrifices that all immigrants are currently 
living through or have already lived through to make their new way of life come true. 
Every single day is a step to grow and remember what struggles we have faced to 
remind us that anything is possible. As I started to summarize this short article, I can’t 
help but notice that looking back at all these memories caused me to shed a tear. It is 
a bittersweet moment to remember where I was in 2009 compared to now, my family 
and I have grown beautifully, and all those hardships seem to melt away. 
 
This article is just a snapshot of what my family and I had to go through to make our 
new life a dream. It was a struggle to understand transportations, working late hours 
at superstore with my sister-in-law, buying XL winter jackets from Value Village just 
to fit 2-3 layers underneath, waiting outside in the -60’C (with wind chill) with regular 
sneakers, waiting for the bus to get home with groceries while the snow was knee 
high. Living in a different country seems like a lavish dream to others who may be 
back home but, even though we are living in a free country, we still face hardships.    
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As a person who practices the catholic faith, I have leaned on prayer and God through 
tough times. I am grateful that he never left my side during this adjustment to new 
life. 
 
Erwin Marbella   
2ND Vice President 

 

 

EXECUTIVE’S CORNER 
 

74 And Still Going Strong! 
 
When you picture yourself in your Golden Years are you sitting on a beach, hitting 
the golf course or working part or full time?  For many people, like myself, 
continuing to work makes perfect sense. 
 
I work full time at the University of Saskatchewan (USSU) and I’m still able to 
balance my work life with enjoyable activities such as vacations and family visits.  
For me, working provides more than a pay cheque.  It provides happiness and a 
purpose.  Staying in the working world can provide many lifestyle benefits in 
addition to financial gains. 
 
Not only does working delay the onset of age-related diseases like dementia but 
keeping mentally and physically active helps you feel younger for longer.  Working 
keeps me socially active and prevents isolation and can provide a sense of purpose. 
 
I have faced age discrimination at both ends of the spectrum.  I was told “you’re too 
young and inexperienced to do this job”.  In my golden years, I was told “you’re too 
old to do this job”.  These comments only motivated me to be tougher, stronger and 
more eager to succeed. 
 
I have my family, friends, good health and my job.  All of this makes me happy, 
thankful and a fortunate person. 
 
Bryan Froggett 
Age 74 
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GRIEVANCE CHAIR 
 

GRIEVANCES – NOT AS EASY  
AS THE MURDER DRAMAS ON TV 

 
AS SEEN ON TV – There has been a murder! Collect some evidence and off to the 
magical computer. Input what they’ve collected, and everything falls into their laps. 
Who they know, where they have been and what they were doing? Just a few more 
fancy moves, maybe a five-minute conversation with someone and BAM. Case 
closed. Everything wrapped up perfectly with a pretty little bow in an hour. Off to 
the next case… Also notice how most of the time there is only one case at a time, I 
wish! 
 
I often hear “Where is my grievance at?”, “Why is the Union taking so long?” and 
my favourite, “the Union isn’t doing anything for me!”.  These things do not get 
resolved overnight. 
 
I am going to start with the first and one of the most misunderstood things about a 
grievance. The Union owns the grievance. However, the member needs to request 
one to be filed.  
 
Things we need to know; What is the issue? Do you think there was a violation of 
the Collective Agreement? What would be a resolve? 
 
No one wants to paint themselves in a bad light, but unfortunately that happens 
more than one would think. When this happens, we get only what makes the 
member look good and management look bad. This does not help the process; it 
only slows it down more.  
 
After getting some information from the member, we’re off to see the wizard... I 
mean management. The struggle, finding time to meet. Everyone is busy. Once we 
get to meet, we get to toss around information and get the rest of the story. There is 
a lot of back-and-forth discussion at this point. Then the conversation comes to final 
question “what does CUPE want to see as a resolve?”.  That’s when we pitch our 
idea to make this all go away. The answer to this question is not answered right 
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then and there. It is taken back to be discussed with leadership. An answer will 
usually come in about a weeks’ time.  
 

To be the devil’s advocate for a moment (you’re not going to want to hear this) … 
Management has the right to manage! They are doing their job. Don’t get me wrong, 
sometimes they do go extreme. It is our job to defend our member and get the best for 
them, but it is also our job to make sure they understand the situation.  
  

Now that is the summed up, clean and quick version of the problem solve stage. By 
the way, that didn’t include the times we have to go back to the member and get 
more information or clear up some statements made by management. Timeline so 
far… since the grievance has been filed, we are now around 2-3 weeks in. 
 

Fun Fact: The problem solve stage was brought in at the last round of bargaining, and 
it has resulted in a fair amount of success. I am happy to say that there have been 
several grievances that were resolved in this stage. All that was needed was a good 
discussion and sharing session. However, not everything ends that nicely. 
 

If the problem-solving stage has been unsuccessful, we move to the next steps; 
formal Stage 1. This is heard internally within the department and with an 
expectation to lose. Think about it, we are trying to make an argument to the same 
individuals who did not want to problem solve. Short and bittersweet. The wait 
game starts since management still needs to render a decision for Stage 1. 
 
If and when the stage 1 is denied, the Grievance Committee needs to decide how to 
proceed. If agreed, we carry on to the next step. Stage 2. Heard within central HR; 
someone not in the same department. Make our case and hope for the best. At the 
stage 1 and 2, the member does attend where they can speak and share their 
thoughts. Then we wait for the decision.  
 
At this point, it is a good possibility that we are several months into the grievance 
process since being filed. Throughout this whole process, there is attempted talks in 
the background. Always trying to solve this before the last stage, Arbitration.  
 
Now it’s time to really consult the big guns; CUPE’s National representative. We 
need to know if we have a chance or is this something that would set good case law? 
On those cases where it’s not a black and white situation, an assessment is requested 
(and they don’t have a lot of time to do so). For the Grievance Committee to decide 
to go to Arbitration, it is a quick turnaround. Getting an arbitration date can take its 
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sweet time. Dates for the hearing are generally set 8-12 months away.  So, if we get 
to this stage and you want to ask “what is taking the Union so long?”, there you go. 
   
We don’t have a magical computer to tap on and get everything we need. We pound 
the pavement and do it old school (and realistically). We want nothing more than to 
make sure our members are not disadvantaged. It is our job to represent them, 
however, you need to work with us too.  
  
This is not a cut and dry process. If it was, we could have things wrapped up as 
quick as those murder dramas, maybe even faster. Some grievances are a constant 
back and forth process. Trying to work things out, butting heads at the same time, 
requesting documents or information and the inevitable waiting game.  There are 
times where things go beyond the CBA timelines, mutually agreed. This is done all 
in the hopes of resolving, finding common ground, some give, some take.  
 
So, when you hear “What is the Union doing for me?” Here is your answer – We are 
fighting, working, and striving to make sure there is a fair and respectful workplace.  
 

Leanne Ooms 

 
 
 

BARGAINING UPDATE 
 

 
We are continuing contract talks with the University and are discussing monetary 
issues now.  Most of the language issues have been agreed to by both parties and 
now we are negotiating anything with a monetary component involved with it.  
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As with all negotiations, once it reaches this point, things can progress rapidly, or 
one side or the other can become reluctant to move any further and talks can stall.  
 
Our role as your Negotiating Committee is to bring back a contract that we feel 
addresses your concerns. We strive, as always, to bring back a contract that will be 
ratified by our membership. Each negotiation is somewhat different from others we 
have been on and the challenge we have this time, more so than other times, is the 
escalating inflation rate. Up until December of last year, inflation was running 
between 1.5 to 2 percent yearly. Since January, we have seen those numbers rise 
significantly.  
 
Over the last year and a half, we have either been in negotiations or caucusing over 
50 days. I believe over the next month we will have a better idea of how close we are 
to securing a new contract. 
 
Bob Jones 

 

 
 

 
RETIREMENT AND LONG SERVICE AWARDS BANQUET 

 
Date:  June 16, 2022 
Place: Western Development Museum 
Time: Cocktails at 5:00 pm 
Buffet Dinner at 6:15 pm 
Entertainment – Comedian Kelly Taylor: 8:30 pm 
RSVP by June 1, 2022 
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We are thrilled to be able to celebrate our Honoured Retirees of 2019, 2020, 2021! 
Please join us for this special event! Each Retiree and Long Service Award 

member will receive 2 tickets. 
   

Tickets are available at the office or contact  
Heather (306-966-7015) to make arrangements. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETINGS 
 

Held the 4th Tuesday of every month 
Submit your personal email to our office to receive the link to attend 

Next meeting:  May 24, 2022 
12:00 pm 
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GLEN MAKAHONUK SCHOLARSHIP 
 & NORM QUAN BURSARY 

 
GLEN MAKAHONUK MEMORIAL –CUPE 1975 TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT FUND 

This bursary is made possible by a trust fund established by President George Ivany and 
The University of Saskatchewan in memory of Glen Makahonuk (1951-1997) to recognize 
his nearly 20 years of leadership to members of CUPE 1975. 

Glen was a long-time Union activist who served the CUPE 1975 membership as President 
(11 years), and as chair or a member of numerous other local committees.  He worked 
tirelessly and in solidarity in the provincial, federal, and international arenas to make 
changes that would ensure rights to workers everywhere. 

Glen’s intelligence, perseverance, and incredible commitment to education, history and 
unionism earned him the respect of his union colleagues as well as those he faced across the 
table. 

This scholarship provides awards for training and professional development to members of 
CUPE 1975 in good standing who have demonstrated community volunteerism and/or 
union activism, with preference to candidates with union activism.  These awards are not to 
exceed one thousand dollars ($1,000) annually. 

NORM QUAN MEMORIAL BURSARY 

Applicants must be registered full-time in a recognized Canadian post-secondary 
educational institution and be a member in good standing for at least two years in CUPE 
1975 (University of Saskatchewan), OR have a parent, legal guardian or spouse with at least 
two years continuous membership in CUPE 1975.  Applicants or sponsors must have 
attended at least three membership meetings in the past 12 months. 

Four $1,000.00 Bursaries will be available 

PLEASE FIND APPLICATION FORMS ON OUR WEBSITE OR CONTACT OUR 
OFFICE FOR MORE INFORMATION. 
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MENTAL HEALTH CAMPAIGN 
 

 

Over these past few years, COVID really has taken a toll on people’s mental health. 
With lack of normalcy and change in everyday life, it can be hard to know where to 
turn when things get difficult. 

CUPE 1975 and ASPA have partnered up with the Canadian Mental Health 
Association to promote resources where you and your loved ones can feel heard. 

We are hosting a FREE HOT DOG DAY on June 15th from 11:30 am – 1:00 pm where 
will be accepting donations for the Saskatoon Branch of the Canadian Mental 
Health Association.  We will have more details on our website shortly.  Please 
consider stopping by to support.   

We are also selling T-shirts to support mental health.  Each shirt is $10.00, and all 
proceeds go to the Canadian Mental Health Association – Saskatoon Branch. Look for 
our booth around campus over the lunch hours or pop into our office to purchase.  
We look forward to seeing as many people as possible wearing these t-shirts around 
campus to show support for mental health awareness and acceptance. 

On behalf of CUPE 1975 & ASPA’s Joint Mental Health Committee 

Mental Health Campaign: ASPA & CUPE 1975 
 

                                              
 

https://aspasask.ca/2022/04/26/mental-health-campaign-aspa-cupe-1975/
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CUPE 1975 OFFICE 
Rm 21, McLean Hall 

106 Wiggins Road 
Saskatoon, SK  S7M 5E6 

 
Office Hours:  9:00 am – 4:00 pm, Monday-Friday 

 
Phone: 306-966-7015 
www.cupe1975.ca 

 
Meetings by appointment.  Contact Heather to arrange. 

 
 

 

http://www.cupe1975.ca/

